WiFi Solutions Group Signs WiFi Deal with
Steadfast Companies, Columbus, Ohio
WiFi Solutions Group signs WiFi deal with Steadfast
Companies to provide Community Wide WiFi for their New
Apartment Complex, "Hilliard Grand", located in Hilliard, Ohio.
Columbus, OH March 14, 2011

WiFi Solutions Group, Columbus, Ohio, signs deal with Schottenstein Real Estate Group to
provide WiFi for their New Apartment Complex, "The Hilliard Grand" located in Hilliard, Ohio.
Chuck Evans, Senior Vice President of Construction/Development and Gary Reitter, Vice
President of Construction/Development, for Schottenstein Real Estate Group (developer),
informed WiFi Solutions Group on Friday, March 11, 2011 that their Proposed WiFi Solution to
provide a WiFi connection to the Internet throughout the Apartment Complex was approved.
Hilliard Grand was later sold to the Steadfast Companies who continued the contract with WiFi
Solutions Group.
Since its formation in 1994, Steadfast Companies and its affiliates have developed into an
integrated, multifaceted real estate investment management company that today owns and/or
operates a diverse portfolio of more than $3.5 billion across the United States and Mexico.
Steadfast Companies is driven by its mission to pursue real estate investment, development and
management opportunities responsibly and with integrity for the benefit of our investors,
partners, tenants, associates and the community. Our professionals are dedicated to
consistently delivering solutions that produce superior results.
Hilliard Grand is a brand new community of thoughtfully designed townhomes and garden
apartments filled with features both expected and surprising. Hilliard Grand’s superior quality
construction, wide variety of floor plans and outstanding maintenance and resident services
blend together to make this community the ideal place to live purposefully. Located in Hilliard,
Hilliard Grand has convenient access to Columbus’ major highways and Downtown.
The decision to include Wireless Internet Access in the Hilliard Grand Community adds an
innovative amenity for future residents.
WiFi Solutions Group is a Columbus, Ohio based Systems Integrator that provides Internet/WiFi
Solutions to businesses throughout Ohio and the Mid-West.
For more information contact Sales at WiFi Solutions Group, 1-855-723-WIFI (9434).

